
Bruno VS Scooby! 
 
Heading towards the local fighting arena, Bruno was pretty intrigued. 
 
He had been getting a fight request via mail from a big dog fighter, known by 
many as "The Devourer", due to him having an appetite that was matching his 
size pretty well. 
 
Arriving to the place the stories sure wasn't lying about his opponent, as 
awaiting for him was this MASSIVE canine dressed in traditional sumo gear, 
and munching on some grilled chicken. 
 
"Rook ryou rong renough." The big dog said while taking another bite, having 
this weird thing of adding an "R" at the start of every word he mentioned. 
 



 
A quick glance onto the emblem attached to the big dog's outfit Bruno could 
make out the letters "S-D", which clearly had to be the initials of his opponent. 
 
"I'm sorry for keeping you waiting." Bruno said before making a small bow in 
apology, as the obese dog just kept on stuffing his face with food. 
 
"Excuse me, Mr...?" Bruno asked while waiting for the much bigger dog to 
respond, as he answered back "Scooby. Scooby-Doo." 
 
"Mr. Doo." Bruno then said. "I assume you heard stories about my many 
previous fights, or else you wouldn't be here now?" 
 
"Reah." Scooby said as he grabbed another giant drumstick. "Reard ryou rhere 
righting roes ralmost ry rize." 
 
"Maybe not AS big as you, but..." Bruno said, not sure if he had just been giving 
the big guy a compliment, or an insult on his weight. 
 
Scooby seemed to take it as something positive, since for him it only meant this 
would be his chance to prove himself. 
 
"Rhich ris rhy RI'm rere ro rove rhat RI'm rhe riggest, rand rhe rest!" Scooby 
said, as he let out a massive burp before then tossing the now empty chicken 
bucket aside. 
 
Getting back onto his feet Bruno got a chance to take in just how freaking tall 
this guy was along with all of his mass, as Scooby was standing easily at least 
12 feet in height! 
 
Seeing the stunned looked on Bruno's face Scooby smiled a bit as he asked, "Rot 
rcaring ryou, ram RI?" 
 
"Not at all." Bruno replied calmly. "Always surprises me a bit which how much 
larger you guys keeps getting for me." 
 
"Retty rure ryou ron't rind romsone rho ran ratch ry revel!" Scooby said while 
slapping his gigantic chicken filled tummy, making it wobble and shake a lot as 
he did. 
 
"I have to admit. I am pretty excited about seeing what you are all about, big 
guy!" Bruno said as he also entered the ring, ready to fight his opponent. 
 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
With the match starting Scooby looked more then overly confident, as he patted 
his huge middle and asked Bruno to "Rive rit ryour rest!" 
 
Bruno wasn't late to take on that invite as charged head on towards the giant 
Great Dane, and immediately delivered a fast series of heavy punches into the 
big gut! 
 
He hadn't been expecting such a tiny guy to pack so much power, as Scooby 
looked more then a little stunned over feeling how several of those punches 
went really deep into his thick layers of fat! 
 

 
"To thought for you, big guy?" Bruno asked a bit cocky, as he just kept on 
laying down his storm of fists all over the bigger dog's belly. 



 
Knowing he had to do something to stop this assault towards his middle Scooby 
briefly sucked in his gut, before then ballooning it out with enough force to 
knock Bruno off his feet. 
 
Having been taken off guard briefly Bruno looked up to expect see Scooby 
trying to stop at him or something, but instead he witnessed now the huge mutt 
decided to turn himself around and face away from his foe. 
 
At first Bruno didn't understand what was going one, but once Scooby's wide 
rear end was fully on display and starting to fall down towards him it became all 
to clear! 
 
Trying desperately to crawl himself backwards Bruno found himself being a 
little bit to late, as Scooby came CRUSHING down onto his opponent with his 
heavy bottom! 
 
 

 



With a loud "SLAM!!!" the fat butt of Scooby completely ate up the smaller 
dog, hiding Bruno completely within the depths of his cheeks! 
 
"Rou rad renough row?" Scooby asked with lots of self-confidence, before then 
feeling an intense pressure building up from deep within his butt. (and he wasn't 
feeling gassy.) 
 
Suddenly Bruno came shooting out like a bullet, glowing from the aura energy 
he was using in order to increase his own strength temporarily, and give back at 
Scooby! 
 
Once free Bruno made a leap back towards Scooby's thick rump, as he landed 
firmly on top of it, with one foot resting on each cheek, before then taking a firm 
grip around the massive dog's sumo clothing, and pulling it hard to give the 
obese fatass one hell of an annoying wedgie to deal with! 
 



 
Feeling like a particular low blow for his opponent to go with Scooby demanded 
of Bruno to stop what he was doing, but that only motivated the Doberman into 
doing it even harder! 
 
Giving an extra hard pull Bruno was able to make all of Scooby do a flip into 
the air, before having him land hard onto the ring floor onto his back! 
 
Having barley taken in what had just happen to him Scooby then saw how 
Bruno lit up like a rocket, before then jumping high into the air. 
 
At first he had no clue on what was going on, before then seeing the smaller dog 
coming back down towards him, while also having one of his almost fire 
burning fists being the first thing coming straight towards that already soften up 
gut of his! 
 
Realizing what was coming towards him Scooby could only say "Ruh-Roh!", 
and embrace himself for impact! 
 



 
When truly using his full strength one punch from Bruno would be enough to 
end most opponents, and Scooby could now add himself onto that long list of 
beaten foes. 
 
Upon impact Scooby could feel an intense shockwave going through himself, as 
it felt like car, train, and airplane had all crashed into him at once! 
 
And that was now even counting all the brushes and marks it gave, as the bigger 
dog could also smell how some of his belly fur was a bit burnt now from the 
centre of the blast. 
 
Most shocking of all was despite it just being mostly fat on his big frame, 
Bruno's hit had managed to be so hard that there was still a bit of a pit formed 
into his stomach, that was still fully visible! 
 



 
It always felt pretty great for Bruno to have defeated a much larger foe, but he 
was still a true gentleman as he helped the now pretty dizzy looking Scooby 
back onto his feet. 
 
Bruno let his know that despite having to use a good chunk out of his aura 
Scooby Doo had managed to be probably one of the strongest fighters he had 
ever faced, as the big Great Dane couldn't help but to giggle a little bit over the 
compliment. 
 
"Rant ro rave ra rictory real?" Scooby asked, as while not wanting to risk end up 
as big as that guy Bruno decided to take the massive dog on his offer. 


